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 THE FRENCH REVIEW, Vol. 62, No. 3, February 1989 Printed in U.S.A.

 The Elemental Maupassant:
 The Universe of Pierre et Jean

 by Robert M. Viti

 IN THE REHABILITATION OF MAUPASSANT the novelist, which began in earnest in
 this country during the 1950s, Maupassant the critic has acted as
 inspiration and guide, especially in the case of Pierre et Jean.' This is not
 surprising since Maupassant's theoretical study, "Le Roman," precedes the
 fictional text. The novelist refers to his own work as "[une] 6tude
 psychologique" (3) and, although he is quick to point out that his more
 general statements do not necessarily pertain to Pierre et Jean, it is difficult
 not to apply his thoughts about "le Romancier d'aujourd'hui [qui] &crit
 l'histoire du coeur, de l'ame et de l'intelligence A l'6tat normal" (10) to the
 novel which follows. To psychology is added complexity, since the
 "objective" novelists force us "A comprendre le sens profond et cache des
 ev6nements" (9) and "cachent ... la psychologie au lieu de l'6taler" (14).
 Professors Sullivan, Niess, Sachs, Grant and Freimanis follow Maupas-
 sant's lead and take the novel as a complex psychological study of Pierre's
 confrontation with a difficult truth, a work which demonstrates the
 novelist's powers of "dissimulation," a book whose "true meaning [is]
 carried by the 'sous-entendus,' by the hints, the signposts, by the symbols,
 in a word" (Niess 511). More recently, two critics, although not much
 interested in the novel's psychological aspects, proclaim its complexity:
 Marie-Claire Ropars-Wuilleumier uses it as the basis of a whole theory of
 reading; and Mary Donaldson-Evans argues that even this array of
 criticism fails to recognize and do justice to the novel's "hidden complexity"
 and to the "depth and density" of Maupassant's writing (205, 209).

 Most recently of all, however, Robert Lethbridge, while not denying the
 work's psychological interest, terms it "a novel working between two
 existing modes," that is, the psychological and naturalist novels (28). Side
 by side with the study of Pierre's state of mind, the text presents "human
 beings subject to fatalities beyond their control . . . Human dramas are
 played out against the backdrop of the cycle of the seasons ... , the sea and
 the stars, reducing their protagonists to the insignificance of insects ...
 What they achieve is purely by chance" (82).

 It is not my intention, either, to dispute the importance of psychology
 and complexity in Pierre et Jean; the perceptive and sensitive studies of the
 critics mentioned above are, I believe, convincing in this regard. The novel
 is in fact a powerful study of the movement in an individual psyche from
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 446 FRENCH REVIEW

 illusion and ignorance to disillusion and knowledge, and that knowledge is
 the discovery of a hostile universe. However, following Lethbridge's lead, I
 would like to suggest that the central focus of the novel lies not merely in
 the mind of Pierre, nor in the light, fog, and smoke as symbolic representa-
 tions of his state of mind, but also in these elements themselves and in the

 sea, sky, and earth as separate, distinct entities that have a reality of their
 own. Psychology and the effects of these natural elements on the
 characters are never totally absent. Individual characters, including Pierre,
 invest them with meaning, side with one element or another and live out
 destinies which result from such a choice, but in my view the natural forces
 which impose themselves on the novel's human characters can also be
 considered principal agents in the action. Aided by the news of Mar&chal's
 legacy to Jean, Pierre indeed learns that his ideal, embodied by his mother,
 is a false, illusory one; however, the elements of Maupassant's universe do
 not simply represent this knowledge, do not just mirror it, they seem to
 bring it about. The human drama is dominated by and can itself be said to
 mirror a large-scale cosmic struggle. If Pierre's fate is a tragic one, it is only
 because he has been swept up in a larger universal battle.
 Let me begin with Pierre in whose fate most critics find the novel's
 meaning. How can his role be characterized? One view would be that he is
 an active, almost obsessive seeker of the truth, of the light, however
 painful and disillusioning, be it about himself, his mother or the world; that
 Pierre, once put on the scent, possesses "une tenacite de chien qui suit une
 piste evapor&e" (102). There seems to be some inner necessity which,
 despite all his attempts to the contrary, compels him to continue his search,
 "malgre lui" (90). As he says to himself in considerable anguish: "I1 faut
 savoir. Mon Dieu, il faut savoir" (103). He is, after all, at least initially
 attracted by the cafe Tortoni's bright lights (54) and is at ease in the
 sunshine aboard la Perle (93). The irony of such a reading is obvious: Pierre
 himself causes his own misfortune, he actively destroys his own ideal
 because of his unflagging inquisitiveness. The web which ensnares Pierre,
 the "engrenage" which Grant posits (473), is, then, an internal one, an
 integral part of Pierre's personality.
 But is this view the only justifiable one? Besides being the hunting dog
 following the scent, Pierre is also "une bate chassee" (175). Stalked by
 whom? by what? Perhaps by his own need to know, but he often has the
 impression that his feelings have a life of their own, that they are imposed
 or impose themselves upon him. In Chapter V, after a few fitful hours of
 sleep, his "oppression douloureuse" seems to invade him: "I1 semble que le
 maleur . .. se soit gliss6, durant [son] repos dans [sa] chair elle-mime, qu'il
 meurtrit et fatigue comme une fievre" (110). The portrait of Mar6chal, the
 culminating step in the revelation of the truth about his mother, appears to
 Pierre to be "une personne vivante, michante, redoutable, entr&e soudain
 dans cette maison et dans cette famille" (130). Are these but the hollow
 excuses that some misguided, displaced Romantic hero, forced, he
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 THE ELEMENTAL MAUPASSANT 447

 contends, by some cruel destiny to bring about his own unhappiness, uses
 as a pretext to excuse his own conduct and to distance himself from the
 consequences of his own acts? Again, perhaps. But there is a good deal of
 evidence in the novel to justify Pierre's perception of outside, sinister forces
 which seem to control his fate, of an engrenage extirieur.
 Chapter I not only introduces the main characters, it places them in a

 historical and geographical context. The Parisian Roland family is now in Le
 Havre where the elder Roland has retired to indulge in his passion, "un
 amour immod6re de la navigation et de la peche" (27). We are told that his
 two sons, Pierre and Jean, had stayed on in Paris to complete their
 schooling, but had spent vacations in Le Havre "[pour] partager les plaisirs
 de leur pare" (27). Both have now decided to reside in the town and before
 settling down to work "prenaient un peu de repos dans leur famille" (28).
 Inland Paris clearly stands in contrast with seaside Le Havre: for Roland,
 the capital is the humdrum, quotidian "comptoir," which he leaves in favor
 of his exotic "barque" (27); for Pierre and Jean Paris is also a place of work,
 of study, whereas Le Havre represents playful marine pleasure. Mme
 Roland shares her husband's love for the sea, a pleasure he seldom allows
 her to experience, so that on this particular day, "Cette sortie en mer l'avait
 ravie . .. et elle savourait ce plaisir rare et nouveau" (35). She is rocked by
 the water into a dreamy numbness, able only to murmur: "Dieu! que c'est
 beau cette mer!" (39). Although we are not immediately aware of it, the sea
 also has a dream-like reality for Pierre, representing as it does the opening
 to far-off fairytale lands (59). Le Havre, by its proximity to the sea, seems
 to be what its name announces: a haven to which the Roland family has
 retreated (prendre la retraite would seem to apply to the entire family, not
 just to le pare Roland) to find a dreamy tranquillity.2
 A haven, besides denoting a shelter to which one retreats, implies some

 kind of threat from which one flees. The Roland family has come from
 Paris, and even though in the description of the fishing expedition, the
 capital, although set in opposition to Le Havre, certainly does not seem the
 origin of any threat, once the party reaches land, the harmony of the day's
 activities is shattered. I am referring, of course, to the revelation of
 Mar6chal's legacy. Even before we know that a legacy is involved, we are
 prepared for an important event by the mysterious message the maid
 communicates and the disconnected manner in which she conveys it (42).
 The air of suspense is heightened by the family's conjecturing and
 especially by Pierre's fear that the notary's visit might bring bad news (44).
 However, the mystery is solved quickly, at least on one level, with the
 arrival of M. Lecanu and his announcement that Jean has inherited
 Mar&chal's fortune. My particular interest in the legacy is not what it says
 or to whom it is given, although these are obviously of great importance;
 rather, I am interested in the origin of the legacy, where it comes from. Leon
 Mar&chal is the source, but the way in which he is described seems to
 equate him with a geographical entity, Paris. He is, to le pare Roland, "Un
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 448 FRENCH REVIEW

 Parisien enrage; il ne quitte pas le boulevard" (46). His rabid enthusiasm for
 the streets of Paris is reminiscent of Roland's fanatical love of the sea, to
 which it stands in stark contrast. This man who, we learn much later in the

 novel, had promised many times to visit Le Havre (172) has finally done so.
 It is significant that the Rolands had come from the sea to meet the capital's
 representative along the "rue de Paris" (41).
 The other source of the legacy is the sky. As Roland says at the end of
 Chapter I: "la fortune nous tombe du ciel" (52). Of course, tomber du ciel is a
 common expression indicating unexpectedness or surprise. I attach
 importance to it for two reasons: first, because it is repeated on two other
 occasions in the first chapter and once again in Chapter IV ("un bonheur
 tombant sur l'un"-28; "un peu d'aisance leur tombant du ciel"-43-44; and
 when Pierre contemplates "la fortune tomb&e sur son frere"--91); and
 second, precisely because it is a common expression. A.-J. Greimas has
 formulated what is for him "une regle pratique de la lecture de Maupas-
 sant: chaque fois qu'il rencontre dans le texte un lieu commun, le lecteur est
 invite A le considerer comme le temps fort du r&cit et A y chercher 'un sens
 profond'" (126). Just as the fundamental themes Greimas posits in his
 study of "Deux Amis" are expressed in such commonplaces as "C'est la vie,"
 "C'est la mort" and "C'est la guerre," so too the important role of the sky is
 revealed in the triteness of being "heaven-sent." The intrusion of the
 legacy, and of its two sources, Paris and the sky, has broken the unity and
 peace of the family represented by the idyllic partie de peche, for it has forced

 Mme Ros6milly to be on her way as a matter of politeness, caused first Jean
 and then Pierre to leave the house almost immediately after the notary and
 has engendered an uneasiness in Mme Roland about the disadvantageous
 position in which Pierre has been placed. Only the elder Roland is
 unaffected, as he continues to be throughout the novel, considering the
 occurrence "une veine, une rude veine" (53). Despite the old man's
 contentment, the sanctuary of Le Havre seems under attack.
 A look back at the fishing party reveals that the seemingly minor
 disruptions of the general harmony take on an additional importance and
 represent a more serious menace. The sky, more specifically the bright sun-
 filled sky, prevents Roland from catching fish. As he says: "si le soleil
 chauffe, le poisson ne mord plus" (31); and again: "Je n'essayerai plus jamais
 de p&cher l'apres-midi. Une fois dix heures pass6es, c'est fini. 11 ne mord
 plus, le gredin, il fait la sieste au soleil" (27). The "air mortel" in which the
 captured fish is struggling in vain (26) is inimical also to the designs of the
 fanatical fisherman. Moreover, the rowing competition is initiated because
 of the presence of another "alien" element represented in the person of
 Mme Ros6milly (she alone among the characters on la Perle has a negative
 reaction to the sea and thus, like Paris and the sky, stands in opposition to
 it) who considers the ocean as a danger to security, having lost her husband
 to it. Hence her response to Mme Roland's ecstatic "Dieu! que c'est beau
 cette mer!": "Oui, mais elle fait bien du mal quelquefois" (39). The Rolands'
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 THE ELEMENTAL MAUPASSANT 449

 desire for peace and tranquillity, represented by their retreat to Le Havre
 from Paris, is indeed threatened by Mar&chal's legacy and the sea seems
 menaced by the sky's brilliance and by the land. The general movement of
 the attack is from land to sea, from Paris to Le Havre, from east to west,
 the movement of the sun.

 Pierre is not the only character affected by the struggle of the elements,
 but he is the human center of attention throughout most of the novel,
 having cast his lot with the sea. However, despite what other critics of the
 novel maintain, it is my contention that the great majority of his actions
 after the first chapter only continue his initial retreat to Le Havre.
 Although at first seemingly attracted by the light, he will not actively seek
 it as the source of some knowledge or truth, but in fact will do everything
 he can to run from it, even though he is unsure for quite a while why. In
 fleeing the light he will seek, repeatedly and obsessively, his beloved ocean.
 The light, instead of simply reflecting in a rather passive way a growing
 state of mind that Pierre's actions bring about, is presented as and will
 continue to be an outside, autonomous, cosmic force which imposes itself
 on him, in spite of himself. Just as the sea will be defeated and over-
 whelmed by land and light, Pierre's flight to the sea will be overtaken by
 the attack of the land, and his attempts to hide in the fog, in the night and
 in sleep will be thwarted by the relentless pursuit of the sun and its
 surrogates, electric and gas lights, which act as unsettling reminders of the
 brilliant sky. Once able to flee the land and on the point of living his ideal
 life at sea at the end of the novel, however, he suddenly sees his world in a
 "new light," or rather so dominant and malefic a force is the light that it
 seems to transform his universe and stand it on its head. Pierre's

 complaints of mysterious outside forces inexorably carrying him along
 seem justified. Indeed, they are among the elemental forces of the universe
 in which he finds himself.

 With the opening paragraph of Chapter II, it is immediately apparent
 that Pierre will not easily escape the enemy forces. The menace of the land
 is once again present in the name of the street he follows, the rue de Paris.
 The manner in which it is described-"&clair&e, anim&e, bruyante"-seems
 to conjure up the real Ville-Lumitre and thus blend the dual threats of land
 and light (54). At first attracted by the brightly lit cafe Tortoni, Pierre
 decides to make for the sea (54-55). However, here again he is met by an
 array of light, dominated by two menacing lighthouses, "semblables A deux
 cyclopes monstrueux et jumeaux" (57). Even the reflected light of the sun is
 present when the moon rises in the night sky (58). Pierre is possessed by an
 almost uncontrollable desire to flee toward exotic lands, as he says to Jean,
 whom he finds seated at the end of the breakwater. Upset by his brother's
 presence, and no doubt by the unexpectedly bright lights, Pierre can think
 of no other refuge but Marowsko's pharmacy, a natural choice when we
 learn that the old man is a kindred spirit, having fled Poland first for Paris
 and then for Le Havre (again the "retreat" from east to west), where he
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 450 FRENCH REVIEW

 expects life to be better since he believes that Pierre will provide him with
 "une belle clientele" (61). However, even here, Pierre has not succeeded in
 escaping the light, although the threat seems diminished, represented only
 by "un seul bec de gaz [qui] brdlait au-dessus du comptoir" (61).
 Marowsko's reaction to Pierre's story of the legacy, "Ca ne fera pas un bon
 effet" (65), upsets the young doctor again and his final recourse is to return
 home and shut out the light in sleep (65).
 When Pierre decides to set sail on la Perle in Chapter IV, all the important
 opposing forces are present: the sea, of course, the light of the bright, clear
 sky and even, it seems, the land, which appears to have replaced the sea,
 with the boat's progress over the water compared to that of a plough
 through a field: "L'avant ouvrait la mer, comme le soc d'une charrue folle,

 et l'onde soulev6e, souple et blanche d'6cume, s'arrondissait et retombait,
 comme retombe brune et lourde, la terre labouree des champs" (93). The
 fog which a short time later rolls in seems sent by the sea, having as it does
 "l'odeur bizarre des brouillards marins" (94). It blocks the sun and envelops
 first the boat and then the entire city. The fog is an active ally of the sea
 since the tiny droplets of water floating in the air and causing an intense
 diffusion of light act as a protective cover employed by Le Havre and the
 sea against the attack of the light. This particular fog even resembles the
 flow of a body of water, "une vapeur menue qui . .. mouillait comme une
 pluie et glissait sur les maisons et les rues A la falon d'un fleuve qui coule"
 (94), and, for the time being at least, helps the sea to repulse the attacks of
 the sky and land.
 Unable a short time later to stand the suffocating atmosphere of his
 parents' house, Pierre almost exactly retraces the route he had taken
 through the city in Chapter II, going first this time to Marowsko's and then
 to the sea, seeking relief from "le germe secret d'un nouveau mal" (97). The
 old chemist again affords only a brief respite, for the "bec de gaz" is still
 burning (98) and the conversation again turns to the subject of the
 inheritance. Pierre hurries to the water's edge, "satisfait d'entrer dans ces
 tenebres lugubres et mugissantes" (101). He must close his eyes, for despite
 the fog, as the text makes clear, lights are still visible and he wants to avoid
 them: "il ferma les yeux pour ne point voir les foyers dlectriques ... ni le
 feu rouge du phare sur la jetee sud" (101). In fact, Pierre's attempts to "see"
 Mar6chal and arrive at the truth seem unimportant to him. The "certitude"
 he seeks is the equivalent in his mind of"s&curite complete"; after finding it,
 "il n'y penserait plus, plus jamais. Ii1 irait dormir" (100). However, even
 shutting his eyes is to no avail since the truth of Mar6chal's relationship
 reveals itself, culminating in the vision of Mar&chal's blond hair (105). The
 light thwarts every attempt to block it, penetrating even "les ten bres sur la
 mer invisible ensevelie sous les brouillards" (106). Pierre is again tempted to
 flee into the sea and escape to an idealized Italy, but returns home, able to
 sleep only by the force of his will (109).
 Chapters V and VI signal the total victory of the light. When Pierre
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 THE ELEMENTAL MAUPASSANT 451

 decides to go once again to the seaside, this time by boat to Trouville, the
 fog is no longer there to protect him: "Le brouillard s'etait dissip6, il faisait
 beau, tres beau" (115). It is on the beach, dominated by the dazzling light of
 the sun and the bright colors of the bathers' clothing and paraphernalia,
 that he realizes that his ideal of purity, embodied by his mother, is but an
 illusion.3 After returning home, he seems to understand that an exterior
 evil force, represented by Mar&chal, has destroyed his ideal, that "une main
 inconnue et malfaisante, la main d'un mort, avait arrach6 et cass6, un A un,
 tous les liens qui tenaient l'un A l'autre ces quatre etres" (124-25). The
 family outing to Saint-Jouin in Chapter VI serves only to underscore the
 totality of the light's dominance. Pierre is completely passive; he has
 nothing to do with the decision to go to the seashore, almost as if he knows
 the scene which awaits him at the water's edge. It is significant that the
 family rejects the idea of going by sea and decides instead to go by land
 (138). The surrounding countryside is bathed in brilliant sunlight: "les bl6s
 jaunes &clairaient la campagne d'une lueur dor&e et blonde. Ils semblaient
 avoir bu la lumi"re du soleil tomb6e sur eux" (138). The seaside panorama is
 once again dominated by the sun; in fact, the light is so overwhelming that
 it seems to have engulfed the water and made it its own: "Le ciel plein de
 lumiere se melait tellement A l'eau qu'on ne distinguait point du tout ofu
 finissait l'un et ofu commengait I'autre" (141). Seated side by side in an
 uneasy silence contemplating the cloudless horizon, Pierre and his mother
 "pensaient en meme temps: 'Comme il aurait fait bon, autrefois"' (150).
 The "autrefois" which they both wistfully call up is at once their past
 relationship before the legacy and the sanctuary of Le Havre before it
 succumbed to the attack of the light.
 With the advent of the sun's supremacy and after his angry confronta-

 tion with Jean, Pierre's insuperable need to take flight returns (181-82). It
 will do him no good, however, to retreat to the sea; now that the light
 reigns supreme, his only recourse is to flee into the sea; and it is the light's
 ally, Paris, which pushes him off the edge into the water. The text makes it
 clear that the letters sent from the capital by Pierre's former professors are
 the deciding factor in his obtaining the post of ship's physician on the
 Lorraine (194). Jean leaves no doubt about the efficacy of the recommenda-
 tions when he, only a bit dishonestly, congratulates his brother: "Tu dois
 cela certainement aux lettres de tes professeurs" (195). Pierre's desire to be
 rid of the land and to join the sea seems fulfilled, and he is at first happy at
 the prospect of life on a poeticized ocean: "il sentait sa souffrance adoucie
 un peu par la pensee de ce depart et de cette vie calme, toujours berche par
 l'eau qui roule, toujours errante, toujours fuyante" (194). But the light
 allows him only a brief and fleeting sense of well-being, cruelly transform-
 ing Pierre's world and leaving him confused and disillusioned. So powerful
 is the light that in this alien new world everything he holds dear, all his
 values and attachments are turned upside down, beyond recognition.
 In the mundus inversus of the novel's final chapter, there occur three
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 452 FRENCH REVIEW

 scenes which repeat events that had taken place earlier: Pierre's visit to
 Marowsko, which parallels his actions in Chapters II and IV; the
 conversation with the waitress in the brasserie, where he had gone in
 Chapter III; and the family outing on la Perle, with which the novel had
 opened. However the similarity of the two sets of scenes is only superficial;
 for Pierre, the three scenes in Chapter IX are the opposite of what they
 represented earlier. Instead of a pleasant conversation with a friend, Pierre
 is confronted by Marowsko's bitter charge of desertion (198-99). At the
 brasserie, the girl's businesslike coolness replaces her instant recognition and
 ingratiating tutoiement of the previous meeting (201). Pierre's announce-
 ment of his trip to far-off, exotic America is met by Marowsko's hostility
 and the barmaid's indifference. The sailing of the family boat, once the
 depiction of tranquillity and family unity, now represents only pain and
 separation.

 To demonstrate how different this new world which Pierre inhabits

 really is, even the natural elements have changed polarity. The fog is now
 clearly an agent of the sky, no longer the protective aid and ally of the sea,
 and is used to describe his new sadness, "[qui] l'enveloppa comme ces
 brumes qui courent sur la mer" (196). The lands he will visit are not only
 "lointaines," but also "malfaisantes" (196). The mist which follows the ship
 on the last page of the novel is ironic and futile, for Pierre must know that
 the sun will inevitably follow and burn off its last vestiges. The water has
 also changed. The rain, the winds, storms at sea will attack Pierre and
 represent now "toutes les forces brutales du monde" (197). The land now
 signifies to him the security of solidity and immobility, a protection against
 the sea "qui roule, qui gronde et engloutit" (197). Trees, gardens, streets
 and houses now stand for openness and freedom; what confronts Pierre in
 the future is but the bondage of a galley slave: "rien que de l'eau et des
 nuages" (197). "[Son] lit immobile et tranquille" (197) in his parents' house
 is replaced by "son petit lit marin, etroit et long comme un cercueil" (204).
 Once "[un] chien qui suit une piste 6vaporee" (102), then "une bete chass6e"
 (175), Pierre has become "[un] chien perdu" (196) in a universe he does not
 recognize or comprehend.

 The only element seemingly absent from the novel's last chapter is the
 light. Of course, it need not be mentioned explicitly, so decisive was its
 victory in Chapters V and VI. It is present, however, and ominously so.
 Exasperated by his encounters with Marowsko and the waitress, Pierre
 goes to the water's edge one last time before his departure. There he is met
 by his father, Papagris and Beausire, who are returning to land aboard la
 Perle. Sensing their undisturbed air of contentment, Pierre says to himself:
 "Bienheureux les simples d'esprit" (201). What he leaves unsaid, and what
 the reader fills in almost immediately is the second part of the beatitude
 from the fifth chapter of Matthew: "car le royaume des cieux est A eux!"
 This, of course, is a subversion of Christ's message, for these are not the
 humble of whom he spoke, but the dim-witted inhabitants of the now-
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 THE ELEMENTAL MAUPASSANT 453

 dominant order who, because they have no allegiance, since they have not
 taken sides in the cosmic struggle, indeed because they are unaware of any
 battle at all, are unaffected and unchanged. Roland's beloved sea is literal: a
 place to sail and catch fish. It stands for nothing else; it is what it appears to
 be. Roland is the quotidian, the absence of dreams, the complete
 unawareness of even the possibility of their existence. After all, "il 6tait de
 ceux que rien ne trouble" (40), a man "si terre A terre, si lourd, pour qui le
 mot 'poe'sie' signifiait sottise" (104). This is precisely what saves him.
 There is another, more ruthless "pauvre d'esprit" (Pierre refers to him in
 these terms-156), one who more actively than the elder Roland
 participates in and benefits from the light's ascendancy, one who stands in
 opposition to Pierre from the very title of the novel on, namely, Jean. He is,
 after all, the son of Mar&chal and is therefore closely identified with both
 Paris and the light. Furthermore, he, like Roland, represents an ironic
 subversion of Christ's humble masses, since his major objectives are self-
 contentment and self-enrichment. He is the only main character who
 seems to have no relationship, happy or sad, with the sea. However, he
 actively "deprives" Pierre of the sea on two occasions: when Pierre finds
 him seated on the breakwater in Chapter II (Pierre is annoyed "d'avoir ete
 priv6 de la mer par la presence de son frere"-60); and by renting the
 apartment which Pierre had chosen, thereby depriving him of "une
 ddlicieuse salle A manger . . . ayant vue sur la mer" (71). It is precisely in
 Chapter VI that Jean begins to replace Pierre as the focus of attention
 among the characters; his dominance corresponds exactly with the light's
 victory. When Pierre's revelations about Mme Roland threaten to thwart
 his rise, Jean is quick to find a remedy. On the point of being forced to
 renounce his father's fortune, of having to act like "un honnete homme'
 and idealistically accepting poverty (as a true Christian "pauvre d'esprit"
 would) and donating his money to the poor, he is called to his true destiny

 by the light: "Ses yeux regardaient le bec de gaz qui brilait en face de lui de
 l'autre c6t6 de la rue" (177). He immediately thinks of Mme Ros6milly and
 quickly finds a reason to accept the inheritance.4 By pledging allegiance to
 his real father-"Puisque je suis le fils de cet homme que je le sais et que je
 l'accepte, n'est-il pas naturel que j'accepte son heritage?" (178)-he openly
 swears at the same time to carry out the legacy's mission. It is Jean who
 comes up with the idea of Pierre's serving as ship's physician on the
 Lorraine, and therefore helps Paris (in the form of the professors'
 recommendations) to exile Pierre and separate his now outcast brother
 from a world whose agent he, Jean, becomes and in which he is now
 dominant.

 Pierre is not the only one to suffer as a result of the triumph of the skies;
 his mother's life is also irrevocably altered. Mme Roland had followed her
 husband to Le Havre in part to forget the unhappy end of her love affair
 with Marichal. Her peaceful world is destroyed by Mar&chal's return in the
 form of the legacy. At one and the same time she is reminded that her ideal
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 of perfect love is false-as she says to Jean: "Comme c'est mis6rable et
 trompeur, la vie! ... Ii1 n'y a rien qui dure" (172)-and her own ideal of
 herself is blemished, for her son Pierre learns that she was unfaithful and
 she is forced to recount the whole story to her other son Jean. But Mme
 Roland is a character who partakes of both the ideal and real worlds, who is
 at home with the sea and the world of work which Paris represents. Her
 soul is compared to "un livre de comptes" (34) and Pierre himself notes that

 "elle savait le prix de l'argent, ce qui ne l'empAchait point de gofiter le
 charme du rave" (34). Therefore, although she suffers, she also prospers.
 Donaldson-Evans has astutely noted that Mme Roland substitutes Mme
 Ros6milly for her loss of Pierre. This "cashier-mother" shows herself at
 home in the mundus inversus when she "balances the books" by subverting

 "the usual referent of the clich6 according to which the parents of the
 betrothed do not lose a son but gain a daughter (or vice versa)" ("Maupas-
 sant Ludens" 218-19): "Elle avait perdu un fils, un grand fils, et on lui rendait
 a la place une fille, une grande fille" (191).
 Robert Lethbridge is certainly correct when he contends that "Pierre et

 Jean is a deceptive text .... it is clearly about deception" (11). More precisely
 put, perhaps, it is a subversive text, which establishes relationships,
 patterns, and ideals only to turn them under, be they concerning purity,
 love, humility, politics or the family order. Pierre and his shadow figure,
 Marowsko, find their world completely turned on its head and end up
 disillusioned and defeated, casualties of the cosmic battle of sky and land
 against sea.5 Moreover, this disillusionment is the Truth of the new order
 proclaimed by the Savior on the mountain; this defeat is inevitable, as
 predictable as the sun's inexorable passage from east to west.

 GETTYSBURG COLLEGE

 Notes

 II am referring in particular to Edward D. Sullivan's Maupassant the Novelist (Princeton:
 Princeton UP, 1954) and to a series of articles which appeared in the French Review: Robert J.
 Niess, "Pierre et Jean: Some Symbols," 32.6 (1959): 511-19; Murray Sachs, "The Meaning of
 Maupassant's Pierre et Jean," 34.3 (1961): 244-50; Elliot Grant, "On the Meaning of
 Maupassant's Pierre et Jean," 36.5 (1963): 469-73; and Dzintars Freimanis, "More on the
 Meaning of Pierre et Jean," 38.3 (1965): 326-31.

 2Jean has no definite feelings for the sea other than a general attraction to Le Havre. The
 reason for this absence of feelings will be made clear later.

 3Light is not specifically mentioned, but as Niess points out, "Maupassant knew that
 every reader would immediately identify a beach scene with sunlight, and moreover the
 colorful presentation of the ensemble could only evoke the presence of dazzling light" (518).

 4The fact that Jean connects the sight of the "bec de gaz" with Mme Rosemilly is
 understandable, since he would identify with her negative feelings toward the sea and
 would see in her a willing ally of his decision to keep the inheritance.

 sAnother group which counts on a better life by traveling from east to west, the
 emigrants bound for the New World on the Lorraine, will also be disappointed, at least
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 according to Pierre, who feels like screaming at them: "Mais foutez-vous donc l'eau avec vos
 femelles et vos petits!" (205-06).
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